
ME 102B Project Final Report
Opportunity: Create a device that helps individuals regain use of their old master locks, despite
forgetting the password.

High level strategy:
1. User manually finds three resistant points

a. The first is found by half-pulling up on the shackle and turning clockwise until
resistance is felt

b. The other two are found by full-pulling up on the shackle and turning counter
clockwise. In finding these two locations, start at 0 and don’t exceed 12. There
will be more than 2 locations found, so only accept the locations where the
resistance is found half way between 2 numbers.

2. Set lock to 0 and place in device
3. Individually enter the three resistant points using the potentiometer, pressing the button

to confirm each entry
4. Microcontroller generates 16 potential combinations from user inputted numbers
5. Device tries all combinations, stopping when the user presses the button (indicating a

successful combination)
6. Output combination to readout

Initially we wanted the device to automatically find the resistance locations via a force control
loop (based on mapping current to PWM) for the big motor pulling up the shackle and a basic
stop detection protocol for the motor turning the lock dial. While this scheme worked somewhat
well, issues cropped up with finding the resistant locations accurately. Oftentimes the found
locations would be 1 lock tick off, which would mess up the combinations the device would try in
the brute force phase. Therefore we opted to manually determine the resistance points and
input them to the device.

Photo of fully integrated device



Function critical decisions:
In selecting the motor and bushings that rotate the shaft which pulls up the master lock shackle
the following calculations were carried out. Note that the numbers that follow were selected
such that they are higher than our system would ever experience:

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 9. 8𝑁,  𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 = 10𝑐𝑚

Note from these variables the selected bushings are more than strong enough to withstand
the experienced radial force of 9.8N, as they are rated for nearly 1650 Newtons of radial
force.

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑋 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 98 𝑁 * 𝑐𝑚 =  10 𝑘𝑔 * 𝑐𝑚

We thus selected a motor with a stall torque higher than 16 kg*cm such that we would never
expose it to torques above 60% of its stall torque (the actual motor has 21 kg*cm stall torque, so
there is a decent safety margin as well). See the figure below for a basic outline of these
calculations.

State Transition Diagram:



Circuit Diagram

Reflection:
Regular meetings and forming mini mechanical and electrical/software subteams were
strategies that worked well for us. That’s not to say if someone wanted to help with both
subteams they couldn’t, but that their main focus was well defined. We definitely recommend
these strategies for future students. As for words of advice: don’t let the thought of Thanksgiving
break let you slow down progress around the start of November, and try to minimize the use of
3D printing where possible.



Appendix
Complete BOM:

CAD Image:



Code screenshots:


























